
THE INNER BEAUTY 

 

 

London, 1956  

Like the other days in a museum near St. James Park, before opening, the cleaning               
lady Natalie Roman starts to work cleaning the oldest artwork of the west part of               
the museum. Here we find the most important portraits of the strongest kings of the               
history. Subsequently, she goes on by cleaning with a lot of attention the precious              
pottery. The next step is the room of the statues.  

In the centre of the room there are two beautiful sculptures: a valorous and muscled               
man and a neglected woman with ripped clothes and a sad face.  

The male statue is the reference point of the museum, the most visited and the               
most esteemed from the tourist; instead, the woman, having a more scruffy look, is              
less credited.  

At 9.00 o’clock the door opens wide and the tourists hurry to make the ticket.  

Every artwork is excited for another day of success except for the statue of the               
woman, who is ready for another day in the shadow of the male one.  

As expected, the visitors arrive around the beautiful statue with the sculpted            
physique, giving their back to the female one.  

The museum is near the closing time and the tourists start to go away.  

“How many people visit and photograph you every day. ” says a humble voice              
behind the man. Wanting to show his beauty with an air of superiority and a thread                
of curiosity he replies: "In all London the most beautiful statue is me”. Then she               
says: “Why have you been sculpted? What did you do in the history?” so with an                
indignant air the man replies: “I'm nobody, I didn't do anything, but people don’t              
care of it because my beauty and my popularity compensate my interior emptiness.             
Beauty is the only thing that matters! " 



A month later, for the first time, the woman sculpture felt highly appreciated for              
real: in fact, at midday, a strange middle age man went to the museum.  

He has French moustache, a funny cylinder and an old buttonhole; also his clothes              
reflect his madness: a dotted shirt, a stripped tie and two high socks of different               
colours.  

He may even seem a normal tourist, but it isn't so; Jean Paule Baptiste is one of the                  
most important art critics of Europe. However, in the last period, he has been              
overshadowed by a scandal.  

After having visited the rest of the museum he goes into the statues room and he is                 
struck by the big number of people around the male statue and the emptiness near               
the female one; then he goes near the woman sculpture to understand what there is               
in the male one that there is not in the female one, and after a careful look he notes                   
her ripped clothes and her sad face.  

It is only after a detailed observation that he becomes curious and decides to ask the                
cleaner Natalie Roman about the statue; the latter answers with a grimace of             
disinterest. Full of curiosity, Jean Paul decides to find out her story. 

As soon as he leaves, he heads to the library to find out and collect everything that                 
might be useful for his research.  

After hours of research he discovers the true meaning of the statue and discovers              
that it represents a girl who fought for women's rights. 

People don't look at her because they don't know her true meaning, her value, her               
courage. This represents the superficiality of the masses. 

Jean Paul is very surprised by her meaning and therefore he would like to make               
people understand that this statue is worth more than all the others and that she               
must be more appreciated.  

In the meantime, night has fallen at the museum and the woman begins a new               
dialogue:  

- "Did you see that?! Someone noticed me!"  

- "It happens to me every day."  

- "I know, but he noticed me for whom I really am, my inner self." 

- "Inner appearance? What is it?"  



- "It's our character and what reflects our soul."  

- "But we're statues, what's the point of this inner thing?" 

- "What is it for?! it's the reason for which we were carved: we must remember the                 
past, we are like small pieces of a puzzle and together we form the whole  history". 

- "Nonsense! I don't mean anything but I'm beautiful anyway and people notice this!              
That's all people want! Beauty! Appearance! Nothing else matters." 

- "But that's not what matters in real life, it's not our outward appearance that               
reflects who we really are." 

He doesn't answer but meditates all night long on what the woman told him.  

For the first time he realizes that people stop at the first impression and appearance               
without ever trying to understand who others really are. 

The days pass and the statues begin to establish a real relationship.  

Things are bad for Jean Paul, however, because the scandal of a few years earlier               
appears: it turns out that he was bribed at an art competition by lying about the                
winner and so Jean Paul is imprisoned. 

 

Two years later Jean Paul can finally get out of prison and as first thing he goes back                  
to the museum in order to enhance the statue of the woman but when he arrives, to                 
his amazement and disappointment, he notices that instead of the significant statue            
there is another sculpture. 

Full of panik, he runs to Natalie Roman to ask her for explanations. The latter               
explains him that the statue, due to its lack of success, was sold at auction for a few                  
pounds to a man who will never learn its true meaning. 


